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As harbour porpoises Phocoena phocoena are abundant within tidal stream environments, mitigating population-level impacts from tidal
stream energy extraction is considered a conservation priority. An understanding of their spatial and temporal occupancy of these habitats at
a regional-scale will help steer installations towards locations which maximize energy returns but reduce the potential for interactions with
populations. This study quantiﬁes and compares relationships between the presence of harbour porpoise and several hydrodynamic characteristics across four tidal stream environments in Anglesey, UK—a region that has been earmarked for extensive industrial development.
Within sites (0.57–1.13 km2), encounters with animals were concentrated in small areas (<200 m2) and increased during certain tidal states
(ebb vs. ﬂood). In sites showing relatively high maximum current speeds (2.67–2.87 ms1), encounters were strongly associated with the emergence of shear-lines. In sites with relatively low maximum current speeds (1.70–2.08 ms1), encounters were more associated with areas of
shallow water during peak current speeds. The overall probability of encounters was higher in low current sites. It is suggested that the likelihood of interactions could be reduced by restricting developments to sites with high maximum current speeds (>2.5 ms1), and placing turbines in areas of laminar currents therein. This study shows that a combination of local and regional hydrodynamic characteristics can
partially explain variations in occupancy patterns across tidal-stream environments. However, it was found that such hydrodynamic characteristics could not comprehensively explain these occupancy patterns. Further studies into the biophysical mechanisms creating foraging opportunities within these habitats are needed to identify alternative explanatory variables that may have universal applications.
Keywords: cetacean, environmental impact assessment, foraging ecology, hydrodynamic model, marine renewable energy installations, marine
spatial planning, shore-based surveys.

Introduction
There is an increasing exploitation of marine resources for
commercial and recreational activities, which could have negative impacts on cetaceans. Consequently, understanding spatial and temporal distribution has become increasingly
important for conservation purposes (Evans and Anderwald,

2016). In particular, this understanding could help the environmentally responsible management of anthropogenic activities by; (i) predicting the distributions of vulnerable
populations, and then (ii) constraining activities to times and
locations which collectively reduce the likelihood of interactions (Waggitt and Scott, 2014).
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The emerging tidal stream energy industry is an example of
where environmentally responsible management is needed.
Exploitable resources are found around headlands/islands and
through narrow channels where currents accelerate (Lewis et al.,
2015; Robins et al., 2015). These tidal stream environments attract harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena (Benjamins et al.,
2015)—a species that is considered vulnerable to negative impacts
such as collisions with moving components of turbines (Wilson
et al., 2007a) and displacement from foraging areas. Reducing the
likelihood of interactions between harbour porpoise and installations could be seen as a conservation priority during industrial
expansion. Studies investigating spatial and temporal occupancy
patterns within individual sites (<2 km2) have shown encounters
to increase during particular tidal states or areas (Benjamins
et al., 2015). However, the tidal state and characteristics of the
area associated with increased encounters differ among studies
(Benjamins et al., 2015). Moreover, spatial and temporal occupancy patterns could differ greatly among neighbouring sites
<10 km apart (Gordon et al., 2011; Benjamins et al., 2016). As it
cannot be assumed that occupancy patterns persist across regions
(10–100 km2), selecting a suite of development sites and turbine
locations which reduce the likelihood of interactions with animals
is problematic. An ability to predict variations in occupancy patterns at a regional-scale would have an important role in mitigating negative impacts on populations (Waggitt et al., 2017).
Hydrodynamic characteristics influence occupancy patterns in
tidal stream environments (Hunt et al., 1999; Benjamins et al.,
2015). Harbour porpoises often aggregate in shear-lines found
between fast laminar and slower eddying flows in the wake of
headlands/islands (Johnston et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2014), where
intense turbulence disorientate and/or break-up shoals of prey
(Liao, 2007). Circular currents associated with shear-lines aggregate these shoals (Wolanski et al., 1988; Johnston and Read,
2007) and decrease searching time (Elliott et al., 2009), whereas
relatively fast current speeds help to transport prey from surrounding waters (Zamon, 2001). Friction between these currents
and the seabed in shallow areas also generate complex vertical
currents characterized by standing waves and fine-scale turbulence, which further increase foraging efficiency (Hunt et al.,
1998; Waggitt et al., 2016a). However, despite these advantages,
animals may avoid areas of particularly strong or complex currents due to high swimming costs or prey-handling difficulties
(Heath and Gilchrist, 2010; Waggitt et al., 2016b). Such avoidance could be particularly evident in animals exploiting prey on
or near the seabed, due to the lengthy searches associated with
capturing these items (Butler and Jones, 1997).
Local topography and the diurnal tidal cycle mean that hydrodynamic characteristics will differ spatially and temporally within
sites. Regional topography also cause maximum current speeds,
and the intensity of these hydrodynamic characteristics, to differ
considerably among neighbouring sites (Milne et al., 2013).
Consequently, tidal stream environments could have quite different hydrodynamic regimes despite their broader similarities. This
study sought to explain spatial and temporal variations in occupancy patterns within and across tidal-stream environments
within Anglesey, UK, using local and regional hydrodynamic
characteristics. Local variations in hydrodynamic characteristics
within sites were described using relative current speeds, current
speed gradients (identifying shear-lines) and depth; regional variations in hydrodynamic characteristics among sites were described using maximum current speeds. The distribution of
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harbour porpoise was recorded using standardized shore-based
surveys (Evans and Hammond, 2004) over 2 weeks in June 2016.
These datasets were then combined to address three questions:
(i) Are spatial and temporal occupancy patterns within sites explained by relationships with local hydrodynamic characteristics;
(ii) can maximum current speed explain any variations in these
relationships among sites; (iii) is the overall probability of encountering harbour porpoise correlated with maximum current
speed?

Methods
Study site and period
Shore-based surveys were performed between 10 and 25 June
2016 at four sites in north Anglesey, UK: Point Lynas (53 25.0100
N, 004 17.1580 W), Middle Mouse (53 25.6310 N, 004 26.1520
W), Carmel Head (53 24.2180 N, 004 34.4150 W) and South
Stack (53 18.2580 N, 004 41.6020 W) (Figure 1). Sites covered
areas between 0.57 and 1.13 km2 (Supplementary Table S1).
These four sites: (i) are characterized by current speeds exceeding
1.5 ms1 during certain tidal states, making them suitable for
tidal stream energy extraction (Robins et al., 2014); (ii) have different maximum current speeds, with values generally higher
within western than eastern locations (Robins et al., 2014);
(iii) have a relatively high number of encounters during summer
months, based upon analyses of previous shore-based surveys
(Evans et al., 2015); (iv) are spaced almost equidistantly across
40 km of the coastline (Figure 1).

Shore-based surveys
Shore-based surveys consisted of a series of visual scans using tripod mounted Opticron Marine-2 binoculars at seven times magnification. A total of 528 scans were performed: 125 at Point
Lynas, 150 at Middle Mouse, 133 at Carmel Head and 120 at
South Stack. Scans were undertaken at 15-min intervals during
surveys that lasted between 30 min and 3 h. Attempts were made
to divide scans equally between ebb and flood tides. Although
some biases occurred, a satisfactory amount of scans were performed in both flood and ebb tides at each site (Supplementary
Table S1). In most cases, two people were present during each
scan—one to perform the observations with the binoculars, and
the other to record any sightings.
During scans, the distance and angle to sightings of harbour
porpoise were recorded using binocular reticules and compass,
respectively; this enabled their positions to be estimated. If the
observer believed that the same animal was re-sighted several
times during a scan, only their initial position was recorded. As
the accuracy of this calculation is based upon counting the number of reticules between the sighting and the horizon, scans were
also only performed when the position of the horizon could be
accurately identified. The maximum range scanned at most sites
was 1.5 km from the vantage point. However, at Point Lynas,
where the vantage point was considerably lower than other sites,
this range was constrained to 1 km due to the decreasing resolution of positions at larger ranges under these circumstances. For
similar reasons, nearshore areas were also not covered (25–500 m
from coastlines, depending upon the site) due to the increasing
difficulty of measuring reticules from the horizon at shorter
ranges. Despite these constraints, survey areas covered hydrodynamic features of interest within each site. Using these
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Figure 1. The locations of the four sites used for shore-based surveys between the 10 and 24 June 2016 in Anglesey, UK. The location of
Anglesey in the UK is shown by a box.
approaches, the spatial resolution of sightings was estimated to be
100 m.
To spread observation intensity equally across the survey area,
this area was divided into three zones (Figure 2). All areas within
the three zones were visible throughout scans. In situations where
zones were seemingly hidden from vantage points (e.g. Middle
Mouse), shallow-sloping headlands enabled observers to view beyond these features. During scans, observers watched each zone
for a defined time, which equated to  0.14 km2 scanned per
minute. In total, survey areas were scanned for between 4 and
9 min, depending upon the study area of the site. Full details on
the extent and duration of scans per site are provided in the
Supplementary Tables S2 and S3. By standardizing observation
effort among the aforementioned three zones, sightings were less
likely to be spatially biased. As the detection of animals becomes
more difficult in rougher sea surfaces, scans were only performed
when the sea state was less than Beaufort scale 3 (Evans and
Hammond, 2004). By limiting ranges to 1.5 km from the vantage
point, using zones to focus observations, and only performing
scans in good conditions, it was believed that spatial variations in
detectability of animals associated with distance and sea surface
characteristics should be negligible (Waggitt et al., 2014).
Figure 2. The zones used to divide and quantify observation effort
in shore-based surveys between the 10 and 24 June 2016 in Anglesey,
UK. The points represent the locations of vantage points.

Hydrodynamic model
Hydrodynamic characteristics were quantified from a simulation
model using the Telemac Modelling System (v7.1). The model
domain encompassed the entire Irish Sea (50–56 N, 8–3 W), and
consisted of an unstructured finite-element mesh. The mesh resolution varied from 10 km at the model boundaries, to 50 m
along the north Anglesey coastline. Simulations were based on
Admiralty Digimap bathymetry data (EDINA, 2008), with depth
values corrected to represent mean sea-level. Within north
Anglesey, the water column remains well-mixed, producing vertically homogeneous current speeds above the bottom boundary
layer (Piano et al., 2015). Therefore, the simulation model was
performed in depth-averaged mode (Telemac-2D), which provided a good approximation of flow characteristics across sites.
Further details on the performance and validation of the

simulation model are provided in Piano et al. (2015) and Robins
et al. (2014).

Data processing
The presence and absence of harbour porpoise was quantified using an orthogonal grid at 100 m and 15 min resolution. The first
two explanatory variables, current speed (Spd: ms1) and water
depth (Depth: m), were extracted from simulation models and
interpolated onto the same orthogonal grid using a kriging approach. The third explanatory variable, current speed gradient
(SpdG: ms1), was then calculated from Spd values using a terrain
ruggedness index (Wilson et al., 2007b). SpdG identified the
shear-lines found between fast laminar and slower eddying
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horizontal currents in the wake of headlands and islands. The final explanatory variable, maximum current speed MaxSpd
(ms1) was calculated from Spd values for each site, using the
maximum value across a spring-neap tidal cycle. Calculations of
MaxSpd also included values up to 500 m surrounding the survey
areas, to quantify general conditions at each site. This approach
provided concurrent information on the presence/absence of harbour porpoise and hydrodynamic characteristics for each cell per
scan, resulting in a sample size of 67 809 for statistical analyses.

Tidal terminology
Throughout the results and discussion sections, tidal states will be
defined as follows: (i) “high tide” and “low tide” identify times of
highest and lowest Depth values, respectively; (iii) “flood tide”
identifies any time between low tide and high tide, whereas “ebb
tide” identifies any time between high tide and low tide;
(iii) “high-” and “low-slack tide” identify times when Spd values
are at their lowest, with the former and latter indicating that this
time is closer to high tide and low tide, respectively (Waggitt
et al., 2016b).

Analysis
The probability of detecting a harbour porpoise in a cell as a
function of Spd, SpdG Depth, and MaxSpd was modelled using
generalized linear models (GLMs) with a binomial distribution.
Statistical analysis was performed using ‘R’ (version 3.0.2, R
Development Core Team, 2013). GLM were preferred over general additive models (GAMs) (Wood, 2006) because statistical
aims: (i) concerned the identification of broad associations with
hydrodynamic features (e.g. fast vs. slow currents, shear-lines,
shallow vs. deep water) rather than the quantification of functional responses to Spd, SpdG, Depth or MaxSpd gradients, and
(ii) involved direct comparisons of relationships and effect sizes
among explanatory variables and sites, which are facilitated by
the provision of slope estimates. Exploratory analyses using ecologically interpretable GAMs (i.e. the number of knots were constrained to 3, Waggitt et al., 2016b) revealed almost linear
relationships between detections and hydrodynamic characteristics, indicating that this selection was appropriate. Model residuals showed little evidence of extreme temporal or spatial
autocorrelation (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). Therefore,
more advanced statistical approaches accounting for temporal
and spatial autocorrelation, including general estimation equations and generalized linear mixed effect models, were deemed
unnecessary (Zuur et al., 2009).
Sea state (Beaufort scale) was included as an explanatory variable to account for possible decreases in animal detectability during poor weather (Evans and Hammond, 2004). Although there
could also be decreases in areas furthest away from the observer
(Buckland et al., 2001), distance to the vantage point was not included as an explanatory variable. This was due to collinearity between distance and several hydrodynamic characteristics of
interest. However, because such collinearity was apparent at the
onset of this study, surveys were designed to overcome issues
with distance from the vantage point (see “Shore-based surveys”
Section).
All hydrodynamic characteristics were modelled as continuous
explanatory variables. Spd, SpdG, Depth, and were modelled as interaction terms with MaxSpd, to test whether any differences in
relationships in the former among sites could be explained by the
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latter. As analysis was interested in identifying occupancy patterns
within sites using relative hydrodynamic characteristics, local
hydrodynamic characteristics (Spd, SpdG, and Depth) were standardized per site by mean centering values. As absolute hydrodynamic characteristics could be important in interpreting
differences in occupancy patterns among sites, regional hydrodynamic characteristics (MaxSpd) were not standardized.
Backwards model selection based on p-values was performed
(Zuur et al., 2009). Fitted lines with standard errors were calculated for each relationship, using slope estimates. In these calculations, the hydrodynamic characteristic of interest was varied
between its minimum and maximum value, whilst other hydrodynamic characteristics were held at their mean values. Sea state
was held at 0 across all calculations, to represent optimal conditions. The effect size of relationships was quantified using proportional differences (Pd). Pd represented the absolute difference
between the maximum and minimum predicted values divided
by the minimum predicted value, quantifying the relative influence of each hydrodynamic characteristic on the probability of
detecting a harbour porpoise.

Results
Hydrodynamic characteristics
Spatial and temporal variations in Spd, SpdG, and Depth for each
site are shown in Figures 3–5. As expected from prior-knowledge,
MaxSpd values differed greatly among sites, with western locations having considerably higher values than eastern locations
(Point Lynas ¼ 1.70 ms1; Middle Mouse ¼ 2.08 ms1; Carmel
Head ¼ 2.67 ms1; South Stack ¼ 2.87 ms1).

Harbour porpoise sightings
Spatial and temporal variations in the probability of encountering
an animal in a cell for each site are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Absolute sightings rates per site and tidal state are shown in
Supplementary Table S4. The probability of encountering an animal in a cell decreased moving from Point Lynas (0.023), Middle
Mouse (0.004), Carmel Head (0.003) to South Stack (0.002).
Therefore, probabilities were lower in western than eastern sites.
There were clear spatial and temporal variations in the distribution of sightings within each site, although these occupancy patterns differed among sites. Sightings rates increased during flood
tides at Point Lynas, ebb tides at Carmel Head and South Stack,
and around high tide at Middle Mouse (Figure 6). Sightings occurred throughout the survey area across sites, but peaked within
relatively small areas (100–200 m2) which were generally found
<600 m from the coastline (Figure 7).
Fitted lines illustrating relationships between the probability of
encountering animals and hydrodynamic characteristics are
shown in Figure 8. Probabilities showed consistently positive and
weak relationships with Spd across sites (Pd ¼ 0.80 at Point
Lynas; Pd ¼ 0.97 at Middle Mouse; Pd ¼ 0.78 at Carmel Head;
Pd ¼ 0.88 at South Stack). In contrast, probabilities showed
variable relationships with SpdG and Depth; however, MaxSpd
explained this variability. Relationships with SpdG were weak
and negative in the lowest current site (Pd ¼ 0.84 at Point
Lynas), but moderate/strong and positive in the higher current
sites (Pd ¼ 2.37 at Middle Mouse; Pd ¼ 179.98 at Carmel Head;
Pd ¼ 159.17 at South Stack). Relationships with Depth were moderate/strong and negative at lower current sites (Pd ¼ 6.50 at
Point Lynas; Pd ¼ 1.42 at Middle Mouse) but moderate/strong
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Figure 3. Spatial variation in mean current speeds (Spd: ms1), averaged per tidal state and site, between the 10 and 24 June 2016 in
Anglesey, UK. Values were sourced from simulation models. Also shown are the zones used to divide and quantify observation effort during
shore-based surveys of harbour porpoise. The points indicate the location of the vantage point used in these surveys.
and positive relationships in higher current sites (Pd ¼ 1.27 at
Carmel Head; Pd ¼ 4.73 at South Stack). A negative relationship
was seen between probabilities and MaxSpd, with predicted probabilities of encountering animals being 27.59 times higher in the
lowest than the highest current site. There was also a negative relationship between probabilities and Sea State.
Relationships with hydrodynamic characteristics explain occupancy patterns convincingly at Carmel Head and South Stack; increased sightings during ebb tides (Figure 6) near headlands (Figure
7) coincided with times and areas of high Spd/high SpdG/higher
Depth (Figures 3–5). Similar conclusions were made at Middle
Mouse; increased sightings around high tide (Figure 6) near the
headland (Figure 7) coincided with times and areas of high Spd/
high SpdG/low Depth (Figures 3–5). In contrast, these relationships
cannot explain occupancy patterns as well at Point Lynas; whilst increased sightings near the headland (Figure 7) coincided with areas
of high Spd/low Depth, increases during flood tides did not coincide
with times of high Spd/low SpdG/low Depth (Figures 3–5).

Discussion
This study sought to identify and explain harbour porpoise occupancy patterns within and across four tidal-stream environments in
Anglesey, UK. There were three main findings: (i) spatial and temporal variations in the probability of encountering animals within
sites were partially explained by relationships with Spd, SpdG, and
Depth; (ii) relationships with these hydrodynamic characteristics
differed among sites, although these differences were correlated to
variations in MaxSpd; and (iii) the overall probability of encounters

with harbour porpoise were higher in sites with lower MaxSpd. In
combination, these findings show that differences in occupancy patterns among tidal stream environments can be partially explained
by local and regional hydrodynamic characteristics. The possible
biophysical mechanisms underlying these findings, and their implications for the environmentally sustainable management of the tidal
stream energy industry, are discussed below.

Biophysical mechanisms
Relationships with hydrodynamic characteristics explained occupancy patterns reasonably well at Middle Mouse, Carmel Head
and South Stack. In contrast, they were unable to explain
increased encounters during flood tides at Point Lynas.
Interactions between currents and particularly complex bathymetry (G. Veneruso, pers. comm.) create several strong hydrodynamic features at Point Lynas. As detailed bathymetry was not
available across sites, these additional hydrodynamic features
were not detected by the simulation model used here. The identification and quantification of these features would probably help
explain occupancy patterns better at this site. These slight discrepancies demonstrate the need to comprehensively understand
local processes when fully explaining occupancy patterns (Evans,
1990). Such an understanding could be obtained from higher resolution and 3D simulation models (Waggitt et al., 2016a) and/or
in situ measurements (Hunt et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2014).
Encounters with animals at higher current sites became strongly
associated with shear-lines. In contrast, those at lower current sites
became more closely associated with areas of shallow water during
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Figure 4. Spatial variation in mean current speed gradients (SpdG: ms1), averaged per tidal state and site, between the 10 and 24 June 2016
in Anglesey, UK. Values were sourced from simulation models. Also shown are the zones used to divide and quantify observation effort
during shore-based surveys of harbour porpoise. The points indicate the location of the vantage point used in these surveys.
peak current speeds. These differences could reflect variations in
prey vulnerability. Although measures of shear-lines were not necessarily greater in high current sites, turbulent structures within these
features are probably more intense within these sites (Milne et al.,
2013). Consequently, shear-lines may become more profitable in
high current sites because turbulent structures within these features
are better at disorientating and breaking-up shoals of fish (Liao,
2007). Such differences could also reflect differences in bathymetric
characteristics across sites. Higher levels of seabed erosion and lower
levels of sediment deposition within high current sites (Robins
et al., 2014) are likely to prevent shallow water occurring immediately alongside headlands. Indeed, such areas were absent at Carmel
Head and South Stack, despite their broadly similar topographies to
Point Lynas and Middle Mouse. Therefore, it is suggested that prey
exploitability and physical structure collectively explain the differences in associations across maximum current speed gradients.
The higher probabilities of encounters in low current sites seem
to relate to higher numbers of sightings, rather than more consistent
sightings across tidal states. This may be linked to the particularly
ephemeral distribution of shear-lines in time and space, meaning
that fewer foraging opportunities arise in high current sites. It may
also occur through aggregations of mother-calf and juvenile groups,
avoiding high current sites due to increased swimming costs (Read
and Hohn, 1995). However, results showed that the probabilities of
detecting animals were substantially higher at Point Lynas than other
sites. Therefore, variances in maximum current speeds among sites
cannot fully explain trends. This finding could again be linked to an
undetected yet influential hydrodynamic feature at this site,

increasing the number of foraging opportunities. A scale-dependent
response to current speeds was also demonstrated; at a regional-scale
animals were encountered more in low current sites, yet sightings increased when and where currents speed peaked in these sites. These
differences demonstrate the importance of considering spatial and
temporal scale when interpreting and extrapolating relationships between animals and environmental variables (Scales et al., 2017).

Explanatory variables
Although the explanatory variables used within analyses were based
on associations from previous studies (Benjamins et al., 2015), they
were unable to comprehensively explain occupancy patterns across
sites. Therefore, explanatory variables with universal applications
within tidal stream environments have yet to be identified. Most hydrodynamic features associated with foraging activities within these
habitats are characterized by complex and intense turbulent structures (Benjamins et al., 2015). Moreover, as discussed previously,
some variations in occupancy patterns across sites may be explained
through the intensity and complexity of turbulence. Future studies
should aim to identify whether and which measure represents a
suitable explanatory variable. In situ and simultaneous quantification of turbulence and predator–prey interactions represent a suitable approach (Williamson et al., 2015, 2017; Fraser et al., 2017).
However, their subsequent application depends on the continued
development of simulation models capable of quantifying high-resolution turbulence across regions (Togneri et al., 2017).
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Figure 5. Spatial variation in mean water depth (Depth: m), averaged per site, between the 10 and 24 June 2016 in Anglesey, UK. Values were
sourced from simulation models. Also shown are the zones used to divide and quantify observation effort during shore-based surveys of
harbour porpoise. The points indicate the location of the vantage point used in these surveys.

Other species
Whereas harbour porpoise are perhaps most associated with
tidal stream environments, other cetacean species also use these
habitats; in particular, bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus
and minke whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata (Benjamins et al.,
2015). The foraging techniques and/or dietary preferences of
these species are variable (Evans, 2008), meaning that they presumably exploit these habitats differently to harbour porpoise.
Therefore, it seems unlikely that the associations with hydrodynamic characteristics shown in this study are applicable for bottlenose dolphin and minke whale.

Annual and seasonal variations

Figure 6. Temporal variation (across the diurnal tidal cycle) in
the probability of detecting a harbour porpoise P. phocoena in a
cell between the 10 and 24 June 2016 within Anglesey, UK.
Cells are 100  100 m resolution. The dashed line indicates the
time of low tide.

Although harbour porpoise feed primarily on demersal and
shoaling fish within north-west Europe (Santos and Pierce,
2003), seasonal and annual changes in prey communities can influence foraging strategies (Wanless et al., 1998; Watanuki et al.,
2004; Garthe et al., 2007). Shore-based surveys were constrained
to a 2-week period during June 2016. Moreover, whilst temporal
variations in diet have been documented elsewhere (Santos
et al., 2004), these variations have not been documented within
the study region. Without covering multiple seasons and years,
or understanding temporal variations in diet, this study cannot
infer consistent associations. However, shore-based surveys
spanning multiple seasons and years in tidal stream environments have revealed consistent associations with hydrodynamic
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Figure 7. Spatial variation in the probability of detecting a harbour porpoise P. phocoena in a cell between the 10 and 24 June 2016 within
Anglesey, UK. Cells are 100  100 m resolution. The points indicate the location of the vantage point used in shore-based surveys.

Figure 8. The modelled probability of detecting a harbour porpoise P. phocoena in a cell as a function of simulated hydrodynamic
characteristics (Spd, current speed; SpdG, current speed gradient; Depth, water depth; MaxSpd, maximum current speed) within Anglesey,
UK. Hydrodynamic characteristics were standardized per site by mean centering values. Cells are 100  100 m resolution. Relationships were
quantiﬁed using GLMs with a binomial distribution.
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features (Jones et al., 2014). Therefore, the possibility of consistent associations within the study region seems realistic, although additional surveys in different seasons and months
would be needed to investigate these possibilities.

Tidal stream turbines
Extensive areas around north Anglesey have been leased from the
Crown Estate for the extraction of tidal stream energy (Roche
et al., 2016). This region is known to support nationally important populations of harbour porpoise (Baines and Evans, 2012).
At this pre-development stage, the environmentally responsible
management of this sector would benefit from predicting occupancy patterns of harbour porpoise across and within these areas,
identifying a suite of development sites and turbine locations
which reduce the likelihood of interactions (Davies et al., 2014).
Occupancy patterns could have been explained further through
the inclusion of additional explanatory variables and/or species
distribution modelling using GAMs (Elith and Leathwick, 2009).
However, the fine-resolution and 3D variables needed for these
approaches are unlikely to be available across regions, meaning
that extrapolation of occupancy patterns across sites is problematic. By focussing on explanatory variables which can be quickly
quantified across regions at the present time, this study provides
a pragmatic framework in which suitable development sites and
turbine locations can be selected.
It is suggested that selecting sites with the highest maximum
current speeds, and installing devices in laminar currents within
these sites, could help to minimize the likelihood of interactions.
In practice, these suggestions may not require compromise from
the industry; energy extraction is more efficient in locations with
the highest maximum current speeds (Robins et al., 2015) whilst
placing devices within shear-lines is considered undesirable due to
inefficient energy extraction and increased stresses on components
(Myers and Bahaj, 2010). However, installations will have substantial impacts on local hydrodynamic regimes, particularly through
the creation of complex currents in the immediate wake of devices
(Chen et al., 2015). The strong associations with shear-lines highlights a possibility of harbour porpoise being attracted to installations, and post-installation monitoring should focus on this
possibility. This possibility highlights the importance of not only
describing, but understanding, occupancy patterns during risk assessments (Scott et al., 2014).

Supplementary data
Supplementary material is available at the ICESJMS online version of the article.
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